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Introduction to the Scripture

So, if you’ve already gotten sick of the election that’s a year away—a year away, really—our
text this day is for you, because as it turns out our ancestors had problems with their
leaders, too.

The previous King, Saul, has been basically no good. He’s not done as God and Samuel the
prophet have asked, he messes up sacrifices. He kills the wrong people and spares the
wrong ones.

So Samuel goes looking for another King. Now, kings are tricky… because they generally
don’t warm to people looking for their replacements. So he comes up with a nice way to
show up and essentially throw a party to which everyone is invited, worship.

Indeed, almost everyone does show up, including some really Kingly looking folks… but it
ends up being sort of a Cinderella moment, because the person we’re looking for, it turns
out, hasn’t yet arrived.

Sermon

The Bible loves a birth order story, as do we all. Jacob and Esau. Joseph and his brothers.
Moses and Aaron? Well, no. Moses is kind of the prototypical older brother, isn’t he?
Cleaning up after whatever golden cow mess his little brother gets up to. And well, Jesus is
an oldest. So there’s hope for them, too.

There’s a lot of mythology around this kind of stuff now, and there was then. It may help you
to know that I am the only youngest child in the program staff. I’m not sure what I am getting
away with at this moment, but all these older siblings here can probably tell you.

Of course, being the youngest has actually been not so great historically, but I can be so
chipper about this, because:
1. I am not—so far as I know—directly related to any sort of landed gentry.
2. I know all the stories of the bible where youngests get away with stuff.
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Because that’s how this stuff is supposed to work, right: The oldest gets the land, and most
of the money, and any titles. The youngest? They’re who families sent away to become
priests. (Hey, wait a minute.) Or, in this case, they get sent out to kind of dreamily sit around
singing to the sheep. Smelling bad, sleeping on the ground, looked down on. Remember
when the Christmas pageant kids say “A Shepherd!?” But the Bible says over and over
again, God keeps picking these weird, shrimpy youngests to strike out and be a blessing.

I think we often lump this in with the other “younger brother gets away with something”
stories because David’s path to actually being king is long after this story. It has all sorts of
twists and turns, and David and Saul spend a lot of time circling each other and plotting
against each other in all sorts of ways.

The thing we miss? They pull this kid out of the pasture to be King… over everybody. Please
remember, sheep do not smell like your sweater fresh from the laundry. In his description,
David comes off as right pretty, which is not what a King is supposed to look like either.
Though we often think of them as the heroes of these stories, we very rarely identify them as
leaders. That’s what David is, and that’s what I think this text asks of us today. How are we
making way for the last, or the least, to lead us?

We often know of Millard Fuller as a founding force in what we now call Habitat for
Humanity, but that story starts a little earlier in a place called Koinonia Farm in Americus,
Georgia. Millard and Linda Fuller joined up with this place before Habitat sprang into being.
Here was an intentional, inter-racial community. African-American farmers, formerly
sharecroppers that had been cut out of the agricultural economics of the south, worked for
fair wages and profits with white farmers. Here, in keeping with their mission of being “a
demonstration plot for the kingdom of God” they lived like the apostles did: membership
involved selling your goods and holding all things in common with the community.

It was here that Habitat for Humanity was born, from a deep listening, sharing, and
belonging to one another. Here in which the distinctions between last and first melted away.
Here, and I’m just guessing… well, let’s just say a vision of building homes for those without
seems unlikely to have come from someone who always had a nice warm bed. I bet you it
came from someone who knew just how hard it was to cross the threshold into your own
home. Someone, sure that they were last, came to lead Millard Fuller and the Koinonia Farm
folks to where they needed to go.

We need the last to lead us. To be first.

The great civil rights prophet, James Baldwin, writes: “Anyone who has ever struggled with
poverty knows how extremely expensive it is to be poor.” 

It’s Baldwin who has been much on my mind of late as we are, either with hope or maybe
out of hopelessness, entering into a new phase of our conversation or lack thereof about
race in this country. In the United Church of Christ, there is a deep historical and present
commitment to civil rights, and anti-racism work. In doing so, we depend on the Spirit to
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guide us through the voices and experience of communities that have been and are victim to
systems of oppression. Including a number of practices that have limited home ownership in
communities of color.

Baldwin said “Black people did not invent the legend of color, but only Black people can
destroy it. Blacks being the only people who do not need it.”

Put another way, if all our ideas for ending racism come from white people… they’re pretty
unlikely to succeed, because white people sit as beneficiaries of a complex and massive
structure of racial privilege. (As Mary mentioned not too long ago… Most of us, at least in
this crucial way, were “born on third base”, and despite our best instincts, we often fall into
thinking that we’ve “hit a triple”.) We need to listen and follow the lead of our communities of
color.

Let me turn that for you…

“Homeless people did not create homelessness… they are the only ones who do not need
it.” And so Millard Fuller heard the call to build homes.

The last turn of this phrase for you today: “Victims did not create violence… they are the
only ones who do not need it.”

This week has been another bloody one in our country. Every time we have another mass-
shooting or even a spate of them, like we just have… we have a debate about whether we
can debate the role that guns play in our culture. And I’m tired. Just of debating if we can
debate… the actual conversation? If we actually had that conversation… what a sight that
might be to see. No, instead we rehearse why we can’t talk about it, or who can’t talk about
it. The most absurd complaint, of course, being that the families of the victims of these
tragedies should be kept out of any discussion of guns because, they’re “not capable of
being rational” as was said a while ago about the father of one of the reporters shot dead on
television in Virginia a while back.

The problem with economic injustice, racial oppression, violence… these are all deeply
rational systems, for those who most benefit from them. We need the irrational thought of a
home for those who could not have one, of justice for those who have been shut out, of
peace for those who have been robbed of it… and that only comes from hearing the
irrational, holy word that comes from lament, from the last, the least… from a shepherd
called out from his flock and crowned by our hope for something better. David, still smelling
like sheep, led a people towards God… imperfectly? Oh, you betcha. Read on for how much
David, blessed and called, still managed to mess up with a frequency that would make the
weather channel proud. But still he lead, bringing a perspective that could lift up. Until
generations later, there would be born in a pile of hay a shepherd who would call us to build
peace. Amen.



1. Nobody Knows My Name: More Notes of a Native Son (1961)  ↩
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